
 

anosmia [ an-OZ-mee-uh', -OS-] 

  [ noun] 

  MEANING: 

  loss or absence of the sense of smell 

  USAGE EXAMPLE 1: 

  Certain intranasal gels marketed as remedies for the common cold can also be a cause of 

anosmia. 

  USAGE EXAMPLE 2: 

  The likelihood of recovery from anosmia depends on what has caused it, as well as any 

treatment.  

BBC News, Sense and scent ability, By Claire Heald 

  

appease [ uh'-PEEZ] 

  [ transitive verb] 

  MEANING: 

  1. to pacify, soothe or calm by giving in to one's demands 

2. to assuage, allay, satisfy or relieve 

3. to concede in a conciliatory effort 

  USAGE EXAMPLE 1: 

  He appeased his boss by working on weekends. 

  USAGE EXAMPLE 2: 

  Congress is slightly more focused on rural and social issues, but both are constrained by the 

need to appease local interests. 

Telegraph, India's election delivers investors much needed stability, By Una Galanin, 

breakingviews.com, 18 May 2009 

  

supplicate [ SUHP-li-keyt] 

  [ intransitive verb, transitive verb] 

  MEANING: 

  1. (tr. v.) to pray for in a fervent manner 

2. (intr. v.) to make a fervent prayer 



  USAGE EXAMPLE 1: 

  He claimed to be an atheist but when he was having bad luck he would supplicate for a 

change in fortune. 

  USAGE EXAMPLE 2: 

  God the Exalted has mercy upon the living who supplicates for the dead. 

The Telegraph, Sacred mysteries, Christopher Howes, 25 January 2003 

  

averse [ uh'-VURS] 

  [ adjective] 

  MEANING: 

  1. strongly opposed 

2. disinclination 

  USAGE EXAMPLE 1: 

  Though he propagated that honesty was the best policy he was not averse to lying to save 

his skin. 

  USAGE EXAMPLE 2: 

  Councils are not averse to the idea that there should be a right of appeal if responsible dog 

owners feel hard done by when a dog control order is put in place. 

BBC, Walking bans 'risk dog welfare', 12 October 2009. 

  

bloated [ BLOH-tid] 

  [ adjective] 

  MEANING: 

  1. swollen or distended by fluid or gas 

2. obese or much larger than required 

3. conceited or vain 

  USAGE EXAMPLE 1: 

  He felt bloated after consuming several portions of watermelon. 


